A novel three-dimensional gray-level interpolation method called the Directional Coherence Interpolation (DCI) is presented in the paper. The principal advantage of the proposed approach is that it leads to significantly higher visual quality in 3D rendering when compared with traditional image interpolation methods. The basis of DCI is a form of directional image-space coherence. DCI interpolates the missing image data along the maximum coherence directions (MCD), which are estimated from the local image intensity yet constrained by a generic smoothness term. In order to further improve both the algorithm efficiency and robustness, we also propose to apply a pyramidal search strategy for MCD estimation. This coarse-to-fine scheme requires less computation time by starting with the reduced amount of data and propagating searching results to finer resolutions. DCI can incorporate image shape and structure information without the prior requirement of explicit representation of object boundary/surface. Extensive experiments were performed on both synthetic and real medical images to evaluate the proposed approaches. The experimental results show that the proposed methods are able to handle general object interpolation, while achieving both accuracy and efficiency in interpolation compared with the existing techniques.
Introduction
Image interpolation is widely used in computer vision, especially in biomedical image processing, visualization, and analysis. 15 Most three-dimensional (3D) biomedical volume images are sampled anisotropically, with the distance between consecutive slices significantly greater than the in-plane pixel size. Either prior to display and measurement or during these manipulations, the volume image must be transformed in order to compensate for this anisotropy. This is done by creating a number of new slices between two known slices using image interpolation. Image interpolation is usually required for proper 3D image visualization and analysis, as the 3D data must be isotropic in order to produce the correct aspect ratio along each direction. 24 Other situations where multidimensional image interpolation is needed include: changing the orientation of the discretization grid (resectioning); combining image information about the same object from multiple modalities with different resolution (multi-modality registration); and changing grid systems, such as from polar to rectangular. Therefore, in most cases, 3D biomedical volume images need to be interpolated to isotropic dimensions and potentially transformed in orientation in order to achieve the desired quality for visualization and/or quantitative analysis in 3D.
The conventional interpolation scheme for 3D volume image is a first-order linear interpolation. In this scheme, unknown gray values of the "new voxels" between known voxels are linearly interpolated. 17 When the distance between consecutive slices is more than five times the in-plane pixel size, or when the location of a boundary between two uniform regions shifts considerably between two adjacent slices, linear interpolation will result in poor approximations and a jagged staircase artifact is produced, which is clearly visible in renderings of these volumes. 24 Higher order functions may be exploited 15, 21 to reduce such artifacts with increased computation time.
Object-based methods have been introduced to overcome the shortcoming of the traditional interpolation, where object information extracted from a given scene is used in guiding the interpolation process. Among these methods, in addition to slice matching or correspondence, 6, 34 cores, 22 and morphology-based algorithms, 14 shape-based interpolations 1, 7, 10, 11, 23 are also popular examples. Shape information has been widely used in biomedical image processing and analysis, such as for interpolation (referred above), segmentation, 26, 31 and registration. 30, 32 There are basically two types of shape-based interpolation: the algorithm for binary images 10, 23 and the one for gray-level images. 1, 7 In the former scheme, the objects of interest in each image are first segmented to generate a set of sliced binary image. Distance transforms are then performed to compute the closest distance to the desired edge of the structure (both inside and outside) for every voxel in the volume image and interpolate these distance values to estimate the location of the structure. 23 Prior requirement of specific structure identification (segmentation) before interpolation limits the usefulness of the shape-based interpolation for binary images. To circumvent the segmenting process, a generalization of the binary shape-based method to gray-level data has been proposed in Ref. 7 . Two complementary stages called lifting and clasping are added at the beginning and the end so that the binary shape-based method can be applied to create an (n+1)-D binary interpolated image. Although this shape-based method is able to deal with gray-level images, distance transform of a high dimensional array is extremely time consuming.
In order to pursue a high visual quality gray-level interpolation with modest computation cost, we develop a new method called the Directional Coherence Interpolation (DCI). 33 It interpolates missing image data along the smoothed maximum coherence directions (MCD) between image slices instead of the coordinate axes as that in linear interpolation. By this scheme, the object shape and structure information is well preserved without explicit representation of object boundary/surface (segmentation). Therefore, the interpolated image can lead to dramatic improvement for 3D volume rendering in visualization. In addition, in order to further reduce the computation time and improve the interpolation accuracy, we use a multiresolution scheme for MCD search.
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Multiresolution (or pyramidal) processing is a powerful idea, 2,3,25 whose birth is motivated by human perception. The basic principle is to first build an image pyramid. The procedure of image processing or analysis is then performed from the coarsest level to the finest level that corresponds to the image itself. The key advantages of this scheme are computation speed and processing quality. There are numerous applications of this concept in the literature, such as for medical image analysis, 4, 5, 26, 28, 30 texture synthesis, 9 and wavelet transform, 18 etc. As mentioned above, in this work, we apply the similar principle for searching Maximum Coherence Direction in 3D image interpolation to improve both computation efficiency and interpolation quality.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give an overview of the proposed methodology. The theoretical basis, the algorithm and implementation details of our approaches are described in Secs. 3-5, and 6. Experiments and results are presented in Sec. 7, followed by the conclusions and suggestions for future work in Sec. 8.
System Overview
The system framework of our proposed Single Resolution Directional Coherence Interpolation (SR-DCI) is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of the following steps. We first partition the space between two slices taken from the volume image into small cubes. Then for each cube, we calculate its local Maximum Coherence Direction (MCD) by minimizing an integral function called the directional discrepancy. The incorporation of a smoothness constraint gives us a smooth directional coherence map that is also consistent with the local MCDs. The MCD for each voxel is derived by point-wise MCD computation from the cube-based MCDs. The gray-level values of "new voxels" between the slice pair are then interpolated along the point-wise MCDs. Refinement scheme is applied to interpolate the images to the desired scales. A high-resolution 3D gray-level image with satisfactory object structure is then generated by repeating this whole process for all slice pairs of the volume image.
The difference between our Multiresolution Directional Coherence Interpolation (MR-DCI) and the SR-DCI is: MR-DCI performs cube-based MCD search (consisting of the gray procedure boxes inside the dash square in Fig. 1 ) hierarchically on the built image pyramid. In this way, the search process is faster and the derived MCDs are more robust.
Single Resolution Directional Coherence Interpolation
(SR-DCI)
Discontinuity and directional coherence
The basis of our proposed approach is a form of image-space coherence called directional coherence. Coherence is the degree to which parts of a scene or its projection exhibit local similarities. 27 Since image data change abruptly across edge, we usually think that a discontinuity edge (in 2D) or surface patch (in 3D) is the break of coherence. However, discontinuity does not break all forms of coherence. In fact, image data are typically coherent along the direction of the discontinuity edge even if they change abruptly across the edge. 19 This idea has been successfully applied in 2D for contour-based image coding, 19 and recently in computer graphics for progressive radiance evaluation. 8 In this work, we introduce and utilize the 3D form of this type of coherence, called directional coherence, into our interpolation problem.
Given a 3D image, we first divide the volume space between two consecutive slices with spacing k into small cubes with size k×k×k, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , so that most cubes are crossed by no more than one discontinuity surface patch. Moreover, the surface patch is expected to have small curve as the example in Fig. 3 (a) rather than as the one in Fig. 3(b) . A simple way to capture a discontinuity surface within a cube is to build a mathematical model for the surface. Since the cube is sufficiently small, the surface patch can be regarded as flat, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . We then model the surface patch behavior by locating its end points on the cube boundary facets. This is essentially the scheme we take, although the basic idea is modified in several ways in order to solve our specific problem -image interpolation.
The maximum coherence direction discussed below forms an integrated approach to extract discontinuity from image data, and then provides us the important image shape and structure information for interpolation.
Local Maximum Coherence Direction (MCD)
In this work, we assume that the divided cubes are small enough so that the discontinuity characteristics of each cube can be approximated by a 3D unit vector -Maximum Coherence Direction (MCD), as shown in n(C k ) of a k × k × k cube can be calculated by minimizing the surface integral
where S is the boundary surface of cube C k and A is a normalization constant. For a given direction n and a point u on S, the scalar t(u) is chosen such that the parametric line v(t) = u + t(u)n intersects the boundary surface S of C k at u and v(t) = u + t(u)n (Fig. 4) . Once the intensity function f (u) is known on S through surface evaluation, the directional discrepancy is then a well-defined function of the direction n. However, for our interpolation problem here, although the intensity function f (u) is known on the image slices (shown as the top and bottom facets in Fig. 4 ), we do not have f (u) value for points on the other four facets. In order to solve this problem, we use an image data mapping technique. The idea of this mapping is to simply take the projected corresponding intensity values of the closest within-slice-points along the given direction n as the unknown value f (u). The basis of this scheme is that the contents and coherence of the image should be well preserved along the MCD. A 2D analogy of this technique is shown in Fig. 5 . The corresponding within-slice-points on line segments EI and GL are outside the elementary block EFGH. But for the given directions n, their intensity values will be used during integration due to the unknown f (u) values on line segments EH and FG, respectively. In the case of 3D cube, as shown in Fig. 6 , for the given direction n, the intensity values on the outside-cube-facets and will be used as the f (u) values for points on the front facet and the right-side-facet, respectively. By this mapping method, we then get all the intensity function f (u) over the whole cube boundary surface S.
In implementation, a discrete exhaustive search scheme is utilized to find the local MCD. The discrete directional discrepancy d(n i ) in 3D is calculated as
where W is the set of all points on the cube facets. Also, in order to minimize the error caused by the data mapping technique described above, we limit the direction search range such that the length of the projected line segments (EI and GL in Fig. 5 for 2D) does not exceed certain limit, for example, the cube side length k. Please note that with the above partition strategy, the cube side length is set as the slice spacing k so that both the top and bottom facets of the cube contain real intensity information [see Fig. 2(a) ]. In fact, there is a trade-off between the cube size and the algorithm performance. Theoretically, the cube should be small enough so that the MCD can better approximate the discontinuity characteristics of this cube. On the other hand, if the cube size is too small, for example, when it equals a voxel size, the MCD will not be able to incorporate any local directional coherence during the estimation. The resulting interpolation algorithm is then equivalent to the linear interpolation, and it is no longer DCI. Our experiments also show that using the slice spacing k as the cube side length is a reasonable choice.
Directional coherence map with smoothness constraint
Given the local MCDs computed above, we now seek to construct a smooth directional coherence map that describes the coherence direction over the full space between the two slices. A natural complementary constraint can now be added to the above estimation procedure. For sufficient small cubes, we assume that adjacent cubes between the two slices tend to have similar direction of coherence due to the smooth variation of the object/structure surfaces represented in the image volume. Thus, the coherence map construction is an optimization process by compromising between adhering to the local MCD and the constraint that the MCDs for adjacent cubes between the two slices change smoothly. The problem can be defined as
where n * is the argument that minimizes F ∀ n, λ is a weighting coefficient, and d(n) is the directional discrepancy in Eq. (1). We define the smoothness term as
where P is the number of neighboring local MCDs used in the constraint. The degree or scale of smoothing can be controlled by using different number of MCDs of the neighboring cubes. The motivation or goal of the use of this smoothness term is similar to that in boundary finding 12, 31 and cardiac motion estimation.
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For implementation, we employ a direct iterative method to solve for the optimal coherence map by allowing the energy term to relax over iterations. The initial MCDs used in the optimization are the local MCDs computed according to Eq. (1). During iterations, for each cube, the MCD is updated by evaluating the objective function in Eq. (2). The final converged coherence map gives us a set of smoothed MCDs for the corresponding cubes between the two image slices.
Multiresolution Directional Coherence Interpolation (MR-DCI)

Motivation
In general, the single resolution algorithm described above works well. However, SR-DCI has following drawbacks: (i) An iterative process is employed to calculate the smoothed MCDs. In every iteration, we must exhaustively search each cube's all possible directions to determine the value of Eq. (1). Because the direction range for each cube must be large enough to obtain the correct MCDs, the exhaustive search process is quite time-consuming. (ii) When the distance between two existing slices is large, the cube's size also becomes large, the discontinuity characteristics of each cube cannot be well approximated by the estimated MCD, which will therefore affect the final interpolation quality.
These problems can be solved by using a multiresolution pyramid which represents large scale structures more compactly by a few pixels in a certain lower resolution pyramid level. The two key benefits of this technique are: First, it decreases the computation cost because most iterations are spent in processing reduced versions of the image data. Second, it usually also improves the algorithm accuracy, since the pyramid has a smoothing effect on the criterion that often minimizes the likelihood of being trapped by local optima. 
Pyramidal search scheme for MCDs
A Gaussian pyramid is first constructed from each existing slice image by using a low-pass down-sampling operation.
3 The pyramid image, G i (I), at level i, for image Directional Coherence Interpolation for 3D Gray-Level Images 543 slice I, is given by:
where 2 ↓ [·] is the 2× down-sampling operation; g is a two dimensional Gaussian kernel; and G 0 (I) = I, the original image slice. In this way, image resolution decreases by a factor of 1 2 after each operation in Eq. (4). In implementation, we empirically utilize three levels of Gaussian pyramid.
After constructing an image pyramid, we start applying the MCD search at the coarsest resolution on a small version of the image data. Upon convergence, the solution is propagated to the next finer resolution where it is used as the starting condition. For each slice pair at each pyramid level G i , the smoothed MCDs are calculated in a way similar as that for the single resolution case with the following modifications: At each level, the initial MCD value and the direction search range for every cube are determined based on the respective resolution level. Specifically, at the coarsest level (Level 2 in Fig. 7) , the initial MCD of the cube is set to be vertical to the cubes top and bottom facets. For the other fine levels (Level 1 and Level 0 in Fig. 7) , the initial MCD of the cube is obtained through bilinear interpolation of the MCDs that are already calculated in the previous lower resolutions (corresponding Level 2 and Level 1, respectively). A hidden condition during the search is that the length of the cubes at all levels is the same. As to the direction search range, at the coarsest level, the range must be large enough to cover all the possible directions; whereas at finer levels, this range can be gradually decreased since the major aim of the fine-scale search is to refine the MCDs estimated from the previous coarser level. This type of coarse-to-fine iteration strategy is proceeded until the finest level of the pyramid (Level 0 in Fig. 7 ) that corresponds to the image itself is reached.
Point-Wise MCD Computation
At this stage of the process, the MCDs are cube-based no matter the algorithm is SR-DCI or MR-DCI. That is, all points within one cube only have one MCD. In order to assign a MCD for every point and ensure the neighboring points' MCDs vary smoothly, we employ a bilinear interpolation of MCDs. As shown in Fig. 8 ,
, and O 4 represent the center points of four nearby cubes. Their MCDs are defined as the respective cubes' estimated ones from Sec. 3 (SR-DCI) or Sec. 4 (MR-DCI). The point-wise MCD for an arbitrary point, P , within these four cubes, is calculated through bilinear interpolation of the four nearby center points' MCDs.
Gray-Level Interpolation with Refinement
Given the point-wise smooth MCD for each voxel, the gray-level value of the "new voxel" is then interpolated linearly from the values of points with known values along its individual MCD. Refinement scheme is applied to interpolate the images to the desired scale ( Fig. 1 in Sec. 2) . That is, the original image is first interpolated to double the resolution. Then with the double-resolution image as input, we repeat the same procedure until the desired scale is achieved.
The volume image is thoroughly interpolated when the whole process in Secs. 3 through 6 is repeated for all the slice pairs. This leads to an isotropic 3D image with well preserved shape and structure.
Experimental Results
We have compared the proposed Directional Coherence Interpolation (DCI) -including Single Resolution DCI (SR-DCI) and Multiresolution DCI (MR-DCI) -with the traditional linear interpolation (LI) and the shape-based interpolation applicable to gray level images (SBI), based on our own implementation. In LI, the unknown intensities of "new voxels" between existing voxels are simply linearly Directional Coherence Interpolation for 3D Gray-Level Images 545 interpolated between the intensities of the existing voxels along the coordinate axes. As mentioned in the introduction, shape-based interpolation (SBI) can be divided into two categories: one for binary images and the other for gray-level images. Since DCI is a gray-level interpolation, a reasonable and meaningful comparison with SBI shall be the one applicable to gray level images. 7 The comparisons have been performed on both synthetic images -for some simple tests, and real medical images -with results on visual quality, quantitative error measures, computation cost, as well as the sensitivity to noise experiments.
Synthetic images
We have designed several synthetic images to provide some tests so that we can clearly understand how certain aspects of the object features are affected by the interpolation methods.
Comparison of DCI (SR-DCI ) and LI
The experiment in Fig. 9 shows a simple comparison of DCI and LI. The results show that DCI gives more reasonable interpolated slice, since the interpolation is along the smoothed maximum coherence direction with the object's shape and structure well preserved. Figure 10 demonstrates the effect of the smoothness constraint, as well as the comparison between DCI and LI. From the results, we can see that without the smoothness constraint, DCI is not able to interpolate the missing slice (Slice 1) correctly. This is because when the object's cross sections do not overlap on the slices that need to be interpolated (Slice 0 and Slice 2 in Fig. 10 ), the local MCDs over the non-overlap areas are not able to reasonably reflect the 3D object's shape and structure. However, the smoothed MCDs can capture the right object feature information. Also, linear interpolation generates a false slice since the interpolation is purely along the third dimension and no other shape or structure information is included. 
Effect of smoothness constraint
Branching case for LI, DCI (SR-DCI ) and SBI on synthetic image pair
The experiment in Fig. 11 shows the case for object split. The left and right columns are the original slice pair (Slice 0 and Slice 1). The three middle slices at each row are respectively the interpolated ones by LI, DCI and SBI, respectively. Similarly, the linear interpolation leads to unreasonable results. Both our DCI (SR-DCI is used here) and the shape-based method are able to mimic the object split through the interpolated slices. However, after we add noise to the original two input slices, the interpolated slices from SBI are not reasonable any more (Fig. 12) . This is because SBI can be disrupted by noise and might connect the wrong pieces, whereas our DCI still performs well and it is not quite sensitive to noise. The detailed sensitivity to noise experiments about the three methods will be demonstrated in Sec. 7.2.4.
Robustness of MR-DCI on synthetic image pair
The experiment in Fig. 13 demonstrates the robustness of MR-DCI. The left and right columns are the original slice pair (Slice 1 is a rotated, translated and scaled version of Slice 0). Different rows of the three middle columns correspond to the interpolated slices by the four methods. We can see that the object structure/shape is well preserved in MR-DCI by using a coarse-to-fine search strategy. Due to 
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the large difference between the two existing slices, MCD search at single resolution is not as robust as the pyramidal search of MCD. The interpolated slices by SBI and LI are also not reasonable.
Real images
We have applied our methods (SR-DCI and MR-DCI) to real medical volume images for evaluation. The data sets used in our experiments are MR scan of a human brain 256 × 256 × 167, CT scan of a human head 256 × 256 × 225 and MR scan of a human knee 256 × 256 × 110, The test images are generated by dropping the slices between every 2, 4, and 8 slices for all the original images. The dropped slices from the original volume image are used as the ground truth for comparison. In this way, we have a total of nine test data sets that are sparse in the third dimension and need to be interpolated. They are: slice spacing 2, 4, and 8 for MR brain, CT head, and MR knee, respectively. We first interpolate 1, 3, and 7 slices for the corresponding generated data so that the interpolated volume images are recovered to the same size as the original ones. Then, both qualitative and quantitative validations are performed on the interpolated volume images. For all experiments, the coefficient λ for the smooth term is determined empirically.
Qualitative evaluation -Visual effects
An important advantage of our DCI method is that it leads to good 3D rendering effects in visualization. Visualization of 3D biomedical volume images has been divided into two different techniques: Surface rendering and volume rendering. Surface rendering techniques characteristically require the extraction of contours (edges) that define the surface of the structure to be visualized. Volume rendering techniques provide direct visualization of the volume images without the need for prior surface or object segmentation, preserving the values and context of the original image data. In our experiments, the volume rendering package Volpack developed by Lacroute and Levoy 13 is employed to visualize the 3D images due to its efficiency as well as good quality in visualization.
The rendering effects with the four different methods (LI, MR-DCI, SR-DCI and SBI) are shown in Figs. 14, 15 , and 16. The respective rendered images from the original true data are also available in the corresponding figures for comparison. From the results, we can see that the rendering results from MR-DCI and SR-DCI are similar (with MR-DCI a little better smoother), but they are substantially improved compared with those from LI, where there are jagged staircase artifacts. SBI gives overall better rendering quality than LI, but not as good as our two DCI methods (MR-DCI and SR-DCI). By LI, the more slices are dropped, the severer the artifacts are. This is because linear interpolation purely interpolates missing data along the coordinate axes without any structure or object surface information, whereas DCI interpolates the values of "new voxels" along the maximum coherence direction, where the image shape and structure surface are well preserved. When the slice spacing is either 2 or 4, all the rendered images from DCI interpolated data exhibit similar visualization effect as the ones from the original volume data. Note that even for slice spacing being 8, the interpolated CT head and MR knee with DCI still show quite good visual quality. Our interpolated MR brain is not very promising due to the original data's low resolution along the third dimension. However, when compared with that by linear interpolation, the improvement is still dramatic. Also note that the overall visual effects for MR knee by all four methods are better than those for MR brain. This is because the structure and shape for knee is much simpler and the surface is much smoother compared with those for brain.
Quantitative evaluation -Error measures
The mapping from acquired data to opacity performs the essential task of surface classification in volume rendering. As pointed in Ref. 16 presence of region boundary surfaces. A diagram of the opacity is shown in Fig. 17 . Since we do not have the segmentation information, we incorporated opacity into our error measure criteria so that the performance of the interpolation on the structures' region boundary surfaces can be evaluated.
To evaluate the methodology quantitatively, we use the following error measures computed between the original true data and the interpolated data:
(a) Square root of mean squared difference in intensity over the whole volume, E a . Please note that at each voxel, the weighting coefficient in E b , E c , and E d is the corresponding opacity calculated at this voxel. In this way, the errors on or near region boundary surfaces will contribute more to the error measures E b , E c , and
, and E d are equivalent to surface error measures in intensity, image gradient, and opacity, respectively, whereas E a is a volume error measure in intensity.
The mentioned error measures for the above medical data are shown in Tables 1-3, and 4 , from which we can see that: The error measures from our MR-DCI are usually the smallest among the four methods (LI, MR-DCI. SR-DCI and SBI), although the improvement in some cases is limited; SR-DCI is the second accurate algorithm among the four; LI and SBI have the similar error measures. These conclusions can also be seen obviously by averaging all the errors over the three different data and the three different slice spacing (i.e. averaging of nine cases), as shown in Table 6 and Fig. 18 .
Computation cost
The four methods' approximate execution times on a PC (Pentium III 866 MHz 256 MB RAM) are listed in Table 5 . The averaging times (over the nine cases: three different data and three different slice spacing) are respectively: LI 0.041 minutes; MR-DCI 1.615 minutes; SR-DCI: 6.300 minutes SBI 134.6 minutes, as shown in the last row of Table 6 . We can see that although our DCI methods (MR-DCI and SR-DCI) take longer time than the simple linear interpolation, they are much faster than the shape-based scheme applied on gray-level images. Also, our MR-DCI is faster than SR-DCI due to the use of the multiresolution MCD search strategy described in Sec. 4. 
Sensitivity to noise experiments
We have also performed some sensitivity to noise experiments for the CT head with slice spacing 4. The 3D rendering results with increasing noise level are shown Fig. 19 . Generally, it might be difficult to tell which method is more robust purely from these renderings, although the corresponding rendering results from DCI (Note: SR-DCI is used here; In fact, MR-DCI has similar or even better performance than SR-DCI) seem a little better than the ones from LI and SBI. But from the error lines in Fig. 20 (E a , E b , E c , and E d with increasing noise level), we can see that our DCI is more robust to noise. The SBI method is shown to be more sensitive to noise. This is because in SBI method, the interpolation is based on distance interpolation. The distance transform affected by noise at certain points can be propagated to a lot other points. Therefore, SBI is quite easily disrupted by noise.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Novel directional coherence based interpolation methods are presented in this paper. The theoretical basis, the schemes to estimate the directional coherence map, and the technique to interpolate the image along the point-wise smooth MCDs are described. Pyramidal MCD search is also proposed to further enhance the method. A number of experiments were performed on both synthetic and real medical images to evaluate our Directional Coherence Interpolation (DCI). It is shown that DCI preserves the shape structure effectively for visualization and analysis without prior requirement of segmentation. Comparing with the traditional linear interpolation, DCI improves the interpolating quality substantially with modest computation cost.
Comparing with the shape-based interpolation, DCI has significantly lower computation complexity yet leads to better interpolation results. In addition, Multiresolution DCI (MR-DCI) is shown to be able to further decrease computation time and augment interpolation accuracy.
As to the future study, we are interested in applying DCI to the dynamic objects. We want to interpolate in the time dimension as well, since, very often, the sampled time instances are either not sufficient to depict a smooth motion of the object or the sampling itself may be non-uniform. We will utilize the spatio-temporal directional coherence to solve this dynamic interpolation problem. Since good visualization is the major advantage of DCI, we would also like to work on combining volume rendering with interpolation to develop a directional coherence based 3D volumetric segmentation and visualization algorithm. Initial visualization, made without the benefit of object surface, would be used to guide scene analysis and segmentation, which would then be utilized to isolate regions of interest, producing a better visualization.
